
Chapter 24

Music in America: 
Jazz and Beyond



Song Form Review



Key Terms

• Cultivated music 
• Vernacular music 
• Fuguing tunes 
• Minstrel show 
• Call and response 
• Spiritual



Music in America

• “Cultivated” music 
– Brought to the United States from Europe 
– Consciously developed 
– Fostered at concerts 
– Taught in conservatories 

• “Vernacular” music 
– Our natural, spontaneous language



Early American Music

• Native American music 
• Puritan settlers 

–Psalms and hymns 
• William Billings (1746–1800) 

–Fuguing tunes 
• No well-established secular music 

institutions



The Cultivated Tradition

• As cities grew, more concerts and 
music institutions appeared 

• First conservatories in 1860s 
• Traveling music celebrities 
• Strong German influence  
• Looked to Italy for opera



“Cultivated” Composers of the 
19th Century

• Anthony Philip Heinrich  
• Louis Moreau Gottschalk 
• John Knowles Paine 
• Arthur Foote 
• Henry Chadwick 
• Edward MacDowell 
• Amy Beach



Secular Popular Music

• Stephen Collins Foster 
–Songs popularized by Christie’s 

Minstrels 
• John Philip Sousa 

–Marine Corps bandmaster, known for 
marches



African American Music

• Both parodied and acknowledged 
by minstrel shows 

• No one wrote down slaves’ music 
• Call-and-response procedures 
• Spirituals: religious folk songs



Key Terms

• Jazz 
• Breaks 
• Beat syncopation 
• Blues 
• Gospel music

• Ragtime 
• Big bands  
• Swing 
• Bebop



Jazz

• Performance style developed by 
black musicians around 1910 

• Improvisation: ornaments and 
breaks 

• Syncopation: beat syncopation



Ragtime

• A precursor of jazz 
• A style of piano playing developed 

by African American musicians 
–Left hand plays strictly on the beat 
–Right hand syncopates the rhythm 

• Scott Joplin (1868–1917)



Ragtime



The Blues

• Special category of black folk song 
• Themes of loneliness, trouble, and 

depression 
• Also humor, banter, and hope 
• Emerged around 1900 
• Major influence on early jazz



Typical Blues Melody

• Twelve-bar blues 
• Stanzas of three four-measure 

phrases 
• First line of each stanza repeated  

(a a b scheme) 
• Singer improvises more and more 

stanzas



Twelve bar blues explained



Sippie Wallace, “If You Ever 
Been Down” Blues

• Instrumental introduction 
• Two blues stanzas with breaks 
• Trumpet solo stanza 
• Two more sung stanzas



Sippie Wallace, “If You Ever 
Been Down” Blues



New Orleans Jazz

• The first important center of jazz  
• Early players developed the art of 

collective improvisation 
• Solo sections soon became a 

regular feature 
• Recordings helped disseminate to 

wider audiences



New Orleans Jazz King Oliver



Louis Armstrong 
(1901–1971)

• Born into poverty in New Orleans 
• Learned to play cornet in home for 

juvenile delinquents 
• First played in clubs and riverboats, later 

in pioneering jazz bands 
• 1920s New Orleans–style recordings 

brought serious attention 
• Drifted away from true jazz late in life



Louis Armstrong 
(1901–1971)



Swing

• Big bands developed to reach larger 
audiences 
–Carefully written-out arrangements 
–Limited improvisation 
–Novel orchestration, instrumental 

effects 
• Popularity collapsed after WWII



Big Band Leaders

• Count Basie 
• Jimmie Lunceford 
• Chick Webb 
• Duke Ellington 
• Benny Goodman 
• Glenn Miller 
• Artie Shaw



Big Band Leaders Count Bassie



Duke Ellington (1899–1974)

• Born in Washington, D.C. 
• Began playing piano in jazz bands 
• Unique combination: bandleader, 

composer, and arranger 
• Developed international fame 
• Wrote long, symphonic-style works 
• Many works molded to styles of his 

sidemen



Ellington and Tizol,  
Conga Brava

a a b form heard three times 
–1st chorus: a on trombone with Latin 

beat, b with contrasting jazz beat 
–2nd chorus: free improvisation by tenor 

sax 
–3rd chorus: full band, wild syncopations 
–Coda: a only, same as beginning



Ellington and Tizol,  
Conga Brava



Popular Song

• The material for jazz musicians 
• Tin Pan Alley songs 
• “Standards” 
• Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra



Bebop

• Sharp contrast with big bands  
• Small combos 
• Improvisation and technical 

virtuosity 
• Radical treatment of harmony 
• Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker



Charlie Parker (1920–1955)

• Bebop’s greatest genius 
• Alto saxophonist, nicknamed “Bird” 
• Became a legend in his lifetime 
• Struggled with personal demons 

– On drugs from age 15 
– Uncontrollable eating and drinking 
– Suicide attempt and hospitalization 

• Died at 34



Parker and Davis,  
“Out of Nowhere”

• Popular song in 32-bar A A′ form 
• Starts with “straight” version 
• Davis trumpet solo 
• Parker sax solo 
• Last chorus like first, with brief coda



Parker and Davis,  
“Out of Nowhere”



Jazz after Bebop

• Many new styles emerged 
– Cool, free, modal, Afro-Cuban, electric, 

avant-garde 
• Diverse leaders 

– Thelonious Monk, piano 
– Miles Davis, trumpet 
– Sun Ra, keyboard 
– John Coltrane and Ornette Coleman, sax



Miles Davis (1926–1991)

• One of the greatest jazz innovators 
• Started with Charlie Parker and 

bebop musicians 
• Style evolved through many stages 

–Pioneered cool jazz, modal jazz, free 
jazz, and jazz-rock fusion



Davis, B*es Brew

• Davis’s most successful fusion album 
• Used a larger ensemble than usual 
• Conscious attempt to blend jazz and 

rock



B*es Brew excerpt

• Solo excerpt from 27-minute track 
• Begins with electric guitar and 

piano; ostinato on electric bass 
• Meditative, melancholy solo 

–More and more elaborate patterns 
–Reaches free ostinato in high register 
–Sinks down after high trumpet squeal



B*es Brew excerpt



Jazz in the Concert Hall

• Composers tried to fuse the new idiom of 
jazz with concert music 

• Paris was first jazz center outside United 
States 
– Ravel’s blues-influenced Piano Concerto in G 

• George Gershwin in the United States 
– Rhapsody in Blue, An American in Paris, Porgy 

and Bess



George Gershwin  
(1898–1937)

• Born in New York 
• Quit school at 16 to become a song 

plugger 
• Began writing his own hit songs with 

brother Ira 
• Accomplished and original jazz pianist 
• Wrote concert works fusing jazz and 

Classical



Gershwin, Prelude No. 1

• From a set of three short character 
pieces 

• Simple A B A′ form 
–B changes key frequently with many 

sequences 
• Borrows elements from jazz and blues 

– “Blue notes” 
–Jazzy syncopated patterns



Gershwin, Prelude No. 1



Key Terms

• Operetta 
• Musical comedy 
• Musicals



Operetta

• Spoken dialogue 
• Light musical numbers 
• Plenty of dances 
• Far-fetched, frothy plots 
• Popular on Broadway in 1800s, early 

1900s



Operetta



Musical Comedies

• Popular theater picked up jazz 
accents 

• Demand for up-to-date, American 
stories and lyrics 

• Closely tied to popular songs of the 
1920s and 1930s 

• Jerome Kern, George Gershwin



The Musical after 1940

• Plots worked out with more care 
• Musical numbers tied in logically 
• Richard Rodgers and Oscar 

Hammerstein 
• Oklahoma! (1943); The King and I 

(1951)



Leonard Bernstein 
(1918–1990)

• One of America’s most brilliant and 
versatile musicians 

• Wrote classical symphonies, musicals, 
and film music 

• Acclaimed conductor, pianist, and author 
• Won Grammys, Emmys, and a Tony



Bernstein, West Side Story

• Update of Romeo and Juliet 
• The cultivated reaching out to the 

vernacular 
• Stephen Sondheim, Jerome Robbins 
• Combines classical forms and 

techniques with 1950s jazz styles



Bernstein’s Thematic 
Transformation

• Three-note motive first appears as a 
cha-cha 

• Then as a slow, questioning motive in 
the Meeting Scene 

• Next as the motive for “Maria” 
• Finally turns into the intro to “Cool”



Bernstein’s Thematic 
Transformation



Bernstein’s Dance at the Gym 
Transformation



West Side Story, “Cool”

• Big production number of Act I 
• Highly charged, syncopated intro 
• Riff sings first two stanzas 

– 1950s street dialect 
• Dance sequence begins with fugue 
• Music gets more angry as Jets lose their 

cool 
• Stanza 2 of Riff’s song returns





Later Musicals

• Influence of rock revolution 
–Hair, Grease, Rent 

• Connection to film 
–Showboat, Rent, West Side Story, 

Disney’s musicals for film 
• Continual reinvention



Key Terms

• Rock 
• Country music 
• Rhythm and blues 
• Motown 
• Soul 
• Funk 
• Rap



Early Rock’n’Roll

• Mix of African American and white 
American styles after WWII 

• Country music 
– White rural style, acoustic instruments 
– Derived from southern folk songs 

• Rhythm and blues 
– Black urban update of earlier blues 
– Driving rhythms and electric guitar



Elvis Presley

• Lyrical style of white popular singers 
• Vocal delivery of rockabilly 
• Many hits were covers of songs by 

black artists 
• First marketed rock star



1960s: Motown, Soul, Funk

• Motown 
– Created by Berry Gordy, Jr. 
– Polished, lyrical styles and dances 

• Soul 
– Southern gospel singing + rhythm and blues 
– Aretha Franklin, James Brown, Otis Redding 

• Funk 
– Sparer sound; fuzztone ostinatos, guitar 

scratching



The British Invasion

• Feb. 7, 1964, Beatles’ first U.S. tour 
• Beatles explored many approaches 

– Pop/rock, ballads, psychedelic rock, blues-
derived rock 

• Rolling Stones 
– Blues-oriented, hard-rocking style 

• Popularity of British groups chased 
Americans off the charts



American Counteroffensives

• Folk rock 
– Looked back to hillbilly origins of rock 
– Established place in rock for singer-

songwriters, acoustic accompaniment 
• Acid rock 

– Sprang from 1960s counterculture 
– Long, jazzlike improvisations; hallucinatory 

images 
– Electric guitar virtuosos



1970s: A Global Business

• High-tech mass marketing 
• Play-listed radio stations 
• Promotion of “superstars” 
• Rise of music videos 
• MTV (1981)



Punk Rock

• Reacted with an “anti-aesthetic” 
• Nihilistic alienation 
• No traditional musical expertise or 

expression necessary 
• Often flat vocal delivery 
• Gave impetus to indie and grunge



Hip-Hop and Rap

• Emerged about the same time as punk 
• Pointed expression of black urban 

concerns 
• Influential in world pop traditions 
• 1990s gangsta rap publicly debated 
• Marketed to affluent, white, suburban 

teens



Post-Rock

• Hypnotically repeated gestures 
• Slow transitions and buildups, plateaus 

of sound 
• Free improvisation 
• Emphasis on instruments, not voice 
• Relates to minimalism and avant-garde 

jazz



LISTENING GUIDES

Must haves: 
Analysis of Tempo, Dynamic Changes, Meter, Tonality,  
Instrumentation, Texture and Texture Changes 
Formal Vocabulary, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, intro, outro 
  or Theme A, Theme B, Transition, Etc. 
Analysis of music in  blocks of 15 seconds or less 
            When instruments are added or taken away 
             Background vocals - as they are used 
              



LISTENING GUIDES - WORDS 

TEMPLATE AVAILABLE AT MHSCHOIRS.COM 
Music 1010 page

http://MHSCHOIRS.COM


LISTENING GUIDES - WORDS 



LISTENING GUIDES - NO WORDS 

TEMPLATE AVAILABLE AT MHSCHOIRS.COM 
Music 1010 page

http://MHSCHOIRS.COM


LISTENING GUIDES - NO WORDS 



LISTENING GUIDES

Must haves: 
One listening guide for each of your three or four selections. 
Use the right template / Words or No Words 
Your Name, The Composer’s Name, The Title of the selection 
              



POWER POINT MUST HAVES

TITLE SLIDE 
BULLET POINT BIOGRAPHY SLIDE 
AWARDS, ACHIEVEMENTS, ‘WHY WE SHOULD CARE’ 
PICTURES? 
COPY OF ONE OF YOUR LISTENING GUIDES 
Make sure that the listening guide is at a large enough resolution 
that the class can see it and follow along



Brenna Bodily

Gordon Goodwin



●Neal Kansas, 1954

●Sammy Nestico Chart – 7th Grade

●California State Northridge College



●Disneyland

●Big Phat Band 1999

●“For beboppers and head bangers 
alike” 



●“I think that I have one responsibility, and 
that is to write music that sounds good to 
me, not to fans or critiques.” 

●The Majestic, Glory Road, National Treasure, 
Remember the Titans, Armageddon, Star Trek: 
Nemesis, Hot Rod, Race to Witch Mountain... 



● 7 Time Grammy Award Winner



●Very Popular and Difficult Tune

●Music Requires Top Ability and 
Dedication

SAMBA DEL GRINGO



Time Musical Elements Instrumentation

0:00 Introduction- Main 
Melody Passed Between 
Instruments
Order:
•Trumpets and Soprano/
Alto Saxophones
•Baritone Saxophone, 
Trombone 3-4, Guitar, 
Piano and Bass
•Tenor Saxophone and 
Trombone 1-2
(Major Mode)
(Duple Simple)

Full Jazz Instrumentation
Trumpets 1-4
Trombones 1-4
Soprano Saxophone
Alto Saxophone/Flute
2 Tenor Saxophones
Baritone Saxophone
Rhythm Section
•Piano
•Bass
•Guitar
•Drums
•Aux Percussion

0:13 Unison- Pick up into first 
Chorus/Main Theme

Full Jazz Instrumentation

0:16 Comping- Transition to 
Theme A

Rhythm Section



Time Musical Elements Instrumentation

0:23 Theme A: Main Idea With 
the Support of Background 
Comping

Melody:
Trumpet 3-4
Soprano/Alto Saxophones
Second Idea:
Trombones 1-4
-----With Rhythm Section

0:50 Comping- Transition to 
Expansion of Theme A

Rhythm Section

0:57 Expansion on Theme A- 
(Addition of Instruments)

Melody:
Full Saxophone Section
2nd Theme:
Trumpet 1-4
Trombone 1-4
-----With Rhythm Section

1:30 Comping- Transition to 
Solo Section

Rhythm Section



Time Musical Elements Instrumentation

1:38 Repeat of Introduction- 
Passing of the Melody
Begin Saxophone Solo

Full Jazz Instrumentation
Tenor Saxophone Solo
****Rhythm Section*****

2:31 Backgrounds for the Solo
Order:
•Trombones
•Saxophone Section
•Trumpet Section
•Trombones
•Saxophones
•Saxophones and 
Trombones
•Full Instrumentation

Full Jazz Instrumentation

3:05 Repeat of Solo Section for 
Trombone Soloist

Full Jazz Instrumentation
Trombone Solo
****Rhythm Section*****

3:37 Backgrounds for the Solo
(Same order as before)

Full Jazz Instrumentation



Time Musical Elements  Instrumentation

4:08 Comping- Transition to 
Theme B

Rhythm Section

4:30 Theme B- A Slight 
Variation of Theme A

Melody: 
Saxophone Section
(With Addition of 
Trumpets)
-----Rhythm Section

4:52 Unison- Continuation of 
Theme B, Leading to 
Original Theme A

Full Instrumentation

5:00 Ornamentation on Theme 
A

Melody:
Saxophone Section
(With Addition of 
Trumpets and Trombones)
-----Rhythm Section



Time Musical Elements Instrumentation

5:19 Comping- Transition Rhythm Section

5:32 Return of Introduction 
and Theme A- Passing of 
the Melody
•Added Ornamentation
•Higher in Range

Full Instrumentation

5:45 Unison
Higher in Range

Full Instrumentation

5:57 Coda (Optional Ending)
•Solo Section
•Return of Ideas from 
Introduction and Theme A
•End in Unison

Full Instrumentation
Tenor Saxophone Solo
*****Rhythm Section****



Time Musical 
Elements

Instrumentation

6:29 Comping- Fading to the 
End

Tenor Saxophone Solo
****Rhythm Section****





Beg, Steal or Borrow
Ray LaMontagne 

Grammy nominee - best song  2011



Form
Verse 1 

Verse 2 

Chorus 

Verse 3 

Bridge 

Verse 1 

Chorus



Instrumentation
Lead Guitar / Bass 

Rhythm Guitar 

Drums / Shaker or brushes 

Pedal Steel Guitar



Observations
Very economical with material 

Interludes, intro etc - tend to repeat 

Pedal steel and Lead guitar punctuate 
the vocal lines 

The composer tends to add 
instrumental color and activity with 
time



time lyric musical elements Instrumentation

Introduction, 16 
Measures, 
Duple, 
homophonic.  4 
bar chord 
progression, 

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar ,
Lead enters bar 4, 
Pedal Steel  enter 
mm 8 
all homophonic riff 
at the end 
SLDRD,  SLDRD 

:25 So your home town's bringing 
you down- 
Are you drowning in the small 
talk and the chatter? 
Or you gonna step into line like 
your daddy done- 
Punching the time and climbing 
life’s long ladder?

Verse One - Tenor 
Voice,  opening 
leap followed by 
mostly descending 
and stepwise 
movement - 
repeated notes.

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar



:47 2 bar interlude Punctuated by 
Lead Guitar

:50 You've been howling at the 
moon like a slack-jawed fool. 
And breaking every rule they 
can throw on. 
But one of these days, it's 
gonna be right soon, 
You'll find your legs and go and 
stay gone.

Verse Two 
melodically 
identical to verse 
one - except final 
pitches - upward 
leap on final word.

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
Lead guitar 
punctuates lines 
two and four

1’15 2 bar interlude - 
instruments

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar , 
Lead -guitar and 
pedal steel riffs 



1’17 Young man full of big plans and 
thinking about tomorrow 
Young man going to make a 
stand 
You beg, steal you borrow 
You beg, you steal, you borrow

Chorus - solo 
voice, with 
conjunct 
melodies - 
steps and 
small leaps of 
a third narrow 
range

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar
Lead -guitar and 
pedal steel 

1’34 8 bar interlude 
identical to 
second half of 
intro with 
SLDRD 
repeated - 
kicks into

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar
Lead -guitar and 
pedal steel 



1’40 Well all the friends that you knew in 
school 
They used to be so cool now they just 
bore you. 
Well look at them now, already pulling 
the plow 
So quick to take to grain like some old 
mule

Verse Three - 
melody 
identical to 
verse one

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel 
punctuating lines 
two and four

2’09 two bar 
interlude

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 



2’12 Young man full of big plans and 
thinking about tomorrow 
Young man going to make a 
stand 
You beg steal you borrow 
You beg you steal you borrow

Chorus - solo 
voice, with 
conjunct 
melodies - steps 
and small leaps 
of a third narrow 
range

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 
punctuating 
phrases with short 
riffs less active 
during the sung 
portions of text

2’32 Interlude - 
identical to 
introduction - 16 
bars pedal steel 
improvises over 
the harmony, 
SLDRD x 2

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 
trading four bar 
phrases



2’54 Dreaming of the day 
You're gonna pack your 
bags, 
Put the miles away. 
Oh, just grab your girl and 
go 
Where no one knows you. 
What will all the old folks 
say?

Bridge - 
stepwise 
repetition, 
downward 
leap at the end 
of line three.  
Melody 
repeats in 
lines four 
through six.

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or 
shaker, Rhythm 
Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel 
riffs punctuate 
lines three and 
six

3’14 interlude -  
brand new 
syncopated riff 
- signals a 
turning point in 
the song.

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or 
shaker, Rhythm 
Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 



3’2
4

So the home town's bringing you 
down- 
Are you drowning in the small talk 
and the chatter? 
Or you gonna step into line like 
your daddy done 
Punching the time and driving life’s 
long ladder?

Verse One 
Repeated- 
punctuated 
by lead/
bass guitar

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 

3’4
6

interlude 2 
bars

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or shaker, 
Rhythm Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 



3’5
0 

Young man full of big plans 
and thinking about tomorrow 
Young man going to make a 
stand 
You beg, steal you borrow 
You beg, you steal, you borrow

Chorus - 
melodicall
y as 
before -

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or 
shaker, Rhythm 
Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 

4’1
0

postlude - 
or close 
identical to 
opening 
measure 9 
- 16-with 4 
repetitions 
of  SLDRD

Bass Drums w/ 
brushes or 
shaker, Rhythm 
Guitar.
With Lead guitar, 
and pedal steel, 


